SOUTH AFRICA

ITINERARY SOUTH AFRICA
DAYS 1 - 3: CAPE GRACE, Cape Town

DAY 1: Landing at Cape Town International Airport you will be met by a representative of Roberts Safaris and assisted
through customs and immigration procedures.
Then you will be transferred to the beautiful Cape Grace Hotel in Cape Town for a 3 night stay. Depending on your arrival
time we would suggest an afternoon tour of Cape Town including Table Mountain, Cape Town Castle and the beautiful Bo
Kaap.
Day 2: PRIVATE DAY TOUR - CAPE POINT Collected at 09:00 from the Cape Grace Hotel , today you will have the
opportunity to explore away from the city of Cape Town and options will include visiting Boulders Beach to see the penguins,
exploring the famous Kalk Bay, the opportunity to visit the Cape Point Nature Reserve and enjoy the funicular ride to
Chapmans Peak.
You will return to the Cape Grace at about tea time and your guide will help you select a dining option for the evening.
DAY 3: PRIVATE TOUR - WINELANDS After breakfast at the Cape Grace, you will be collected for a full day exploring the
Stellenbosch region of the Cape. From one of the oldest towns in South Africa, Stellenbosch itself, to the rolling vineyards
themselves, this offers something totally different to the Cape Point tour. As this is a private excursion, it will be tailor-made to
suit the individual guests. For those who would rather not spend the whole day sipping the award winning wines, there are also
some great walking routes in this area as well as many diverse activities from mountain biking to horse riding.

DAYS 4 - 6: ROYAL MALAWANE, Greater Kruger
You will be collected from the Cape Grace at 08:00 and transferred to Cape Town Airport for your flight to Kruger
Mpumalanga and your onward connection to Royal Malawane.
SA 8651 Departs 10:00 - Lands 12:35 and then a connecting shuttle flight.
Royal Malewane is a luxury safari lodge in South Africa’s Greater Kruger National Park that exudes the romance and
beauty of a bygone age while offering every modern comfort and convenience.This intimate lodge boasts just six Luxury
Suites, two Royal Suites (which each have two bedrooms) and Africa House – the exclusive use bush villa with six
bedrooms. The classic safari experience is unsurpassed with unrivaled game viewing and the most qualified guiding team in
Africa. Get thrillingly close to the Big Five; indulge in sensual treatments at the elegant onsite spa and let the passion of the
lodge’s exceptional chefs delight you with nightly feasts under the African stars.

ITINERARY SOUTH AFRICA
DAYS 4 - 6: ROYAL MALAWANE, Greater Kruger

The lodge offers complimentary game drives accompanied by their expert trackers and guides. Guests can also head out
for local tours, elephant-back safaris, horse riding, hot air ballooning rides, helicopter flights and play golf.
Royal Malawane also offers spa treatment rooms, steam room, fully equipped gymnasium, Jacuzzi and casitas for those
guests who wish to spend some time indoors. With over 130 mammal species and over 300 bird species, Royal Malewane
delivers an unrivaled wildlife experience incorporating all creatures great and small, as well as the incredible plant life that
plays such a vital role in maintaining a healthy ecosystem.

DAYS 7 - 9: SINGITA LEBOMBO, Kruger National Reserve

You will depart from Jackalberry Airstrip for a private charter flight to Singita Lebombo, the airstrip that you land at is called
Satara. Landing at the airstrip you will be met by the team from Singita and transferred to the lodge and your beautiful
accommodation for the next 3 nights.
Services included at Lebombo are accommodation, all meals and snacks, beverages including premium wines, spirits and
liquors, excluding French Champagne, 2 game drives per day in open safari Land Rovers, mountain bikes accompanied by
experienced guides & archery.
Singita Lebombo Lodge is a celebration of cutting edge design in an African context where everything defers to nature. This
dramatic lodge comprises of 13 suites and one private-use villa, that gives guests front row seats to the Kruger National Park
with bold contemporary open plan suites suspended above the N'Wanetsi River. The exclusive concession is a richly diverse
habitat, teeming with game beneath endless African skies.
Singita Lebombo’s private location in the Kruger - an area of 34,000 acres reserved exclusively for their own guests - has
become one of the most legend-worthy safari regions in Southern Africa. Huge prides of lions are encountered on game drives
in this high-thrill frontier in the remote Lebombo mountains, along with great masses of Elephant and Buffalo in the dry
season. Rare sightings of black rhino are another amazing factor in this unique area.
In addition to the beauty of this property and the area, also run here is The Singita Community Culinary School - this unique
program serves to fulfill a real need in the community, as well as for the South African hospitality industry as a whole.
Graduates of this school emerge with highly sought-after skills and strong employment prospects, while kitchens at Singita
lodges and those further afield benefit from a pool of expertly-trained young chefs.

DAY 10: DEPARTURE

CAPE TOWN
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CAPE GRACE
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Situated on a private quay between Cape Town’s bustling V&A Waterfront and the tranquil yacht marina, there is no better position from where to soak in the
natural beauty of our Mother City and the very essence of Cape Town living at its best. The elegant and warm atmosphere, evident in every fine detail, begins at
the welcoming reception lounge and extends to the spacious harbour and mountain-facing rooms.
Stories of the Cape’s colourful past present themselves in the exquisite furniture, rare fabrics, intriguing artefacts and original antiques. Local paintings and
sculptures lend a contemporary flair to the décor and feel, while fresh displays of Proteas that hint at the wonder of our natural botanical kingdom enrich each
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You are invited to share in tailor-made experiences that include our sumptuous tasting menus, rare whisky pairings, luxurious spa treatments and indulgent
Afternoon Teas – all thoughtfully created to enhance your journey in the Cape and with us.

ACTIVITIES - CAPE TOWN
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ROYAL MALEWANE
GREATER KRUGER RESERVE

From expert rangers and trackers to specialist photographic safaris, Royal Malewane offers a classical safari experience where nature is paramount.
LUXURY SUITE: Boasting unparalleled views over the surrounding bushveld, Royal Malewane’s six palatial Luxury Suites are the pinnacle of refinement and opulence. Luxuriously
appointed and fully air-conditioned, they provide an elegant refuge in the heart of the bush complete with private pool, an outdoor gazebo and a splendid bathroom with indoor and
outdoor showers.
ROYAL SUITE: A large outside deck complete with a crystal-clear pool allows you to make the most of the surrounding wild beauty and enjoy the warmth of the sunshine in
complete privacy. Inside, the décor is classic, brimming with
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6 touches and splashes of colour. There are two huge ensuite bedrooms either side of a vast living room and dining area. Royal Suites have their own private services.
AFRICA HOUSE: A spacious and elegant exclusive use bush villa with six en-suite bedrooms either side of a central courtyard. Each bedroom is uniquely decorated with a private
outside shower and deck. Antique furniture, carved four-poster beds from Mombasa, plush silk furnishings and Persian rugs create an exotic and luxurious feel. The vast front deck
provides the ultimate space to relax, dine and enjoy the beautiful swimming pool. Africa House has its own private services.

SINGITA LEBOMBO
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SINGITA LEBOMBO
KRUGER RESERVE

Bold and contemporary, sculptural and organic, the light-filled, ordered structures of the lodge seem almost dropped into the untamed terrain of Singita’s privately-leased concession.
Other highlights of the lodge include a roof terrace and wine studio (a multi-level retreat which boasts a library, multi-media room, wine studio and rooftop viewing area), an
interactive kitchen, an espresso bar and help-yourself deli and an additional 25-metre lap pool. All communal areas of the lodge have been pushed out to ensure that the outside bursts
in, offering elegant, calm and meditative spaces immersed in a dramatic landscape of giant euphorbia trees.
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Founded in 1898, Kruger is one of the oldest National Parks
million
more than a century an extraordinary diversity of
wildlife and wilderness has been protected within its boundaries. In 2001, to strengthen Kruger’s future financial sustainability, the Park authority decided to make approximately 3%
of its more remote areas available as private concessions for 25-year lease periods. Singita was awarded one of these concessions, and permitted to construct lodges, accommodating a
maximum of 42 guests, as well as 150kms of private road in this unexplored part of the Park. Singita Lebombo and Sweni Lodges were the result of this agreement; with the support
of our guests, our sustainable tourism model funds the concession fees that help ensure the continued conservation and protection of Kruger’s precious ecosystem.
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